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Unit 5 How are they made?
Unit 7 It might have been a temple.
GRAMMAR
-Passive voice with an
agent.
-Non-defining relative
clause.
-Modals for expressing
present probability:
could, might, must.
-Modals for expressing
past possibility: could
have, might have,
must have.

Unit 6 Look at those narwals.
Unit 8 It’s taller than the Eiffel tower!

READING

SPEAKING

-Bear rescue.

-Contrastive stress.

-Where is the iPhone
made?

-Pausing in relative
clauses.

- Maya mystery.

Review: reduction of
have.

-The iron ore train.
-Emphatic stress.

REFERENCE
Time Zones 4 Students book
pages…
Unit 5: 56 – 65
Unit 6: 66 – 77
Unit 7: 78 – 89
Unit 8: 90 –101
KET book for schools.
P. Test 2

Vocabulary
Unit 5
Unique, one of a kind, how do they do that? put on vs
stich on, thinking of getting, complex, individual, supply,
combining, variety, global, global awareness, global
brand, global network, global warming, assemble,
manufacture, supply. Design, choose, leave, make.
Idiom: If you “phone something in” you do an activity
with little effort or interest.
Unit 7
Peak, population, lack of, collapsed, imagined,
avalanche, blizzard, flood, hurricane, tsunami
Idiom: To “get to the bottom of a mystery” is to find out
the truth.

Unit 6
Shell, fashionable, most stylish, coolest-looking,
amazing, fascinating, shallow, remains, popular,
attract, warn, damage, more than, nearly, or
so…feathers, flippers, tails, tusks.
Idiom: If you think something is fishy, you think it’s
suspicious, questionable.
Unit 8
Deep, interesting, long, old, tall, see the view, get to the
top, see the city from the top, prettiest, nicest, best,
reached the top, observation deck, too cloudy, too
misty, expensive, hungry, slow, tall, wide memorable,
famous, expensive, long enough, boarded, export,
transport, region, rely on, goods, car, passport, firstclass, plane, round-trip, luggage, tourists, passengers,
trip.
Idiom: If everything is going well in your life, you are “on
the right track.”

WRITIING:
-Descriptive paragraph.

LISTENING- Video
-Prosthetic legs.

-Formal email.

-Boneless beauties.

-Short essay.

-The lost colony.

-Descriptive essay.

-The green museum.

